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Aladdin JR.

It’s a Wonderful Life

Godspell

Children’s Musical

Beloved Holiday Classic

Teen Musical

September 21 October 20, 2018

This is the classic story
of Aladdin and his magic
lamp. Aladdin and his three
friends, Babkak, Omar, and
Kassim, are down on their
luck until Aladdin discovers
a magic lamp and the Genie
who has the power to grant
three wishes. Wanting to earn
the respect of the princess,
Jasmine, Aladdin embarks on
an adventure that will test his
will and his moral character.

November 16 December 8, 2018

This is the saga of George
Bailey the Everyman from
the small town of Bedford
Falls, who never got a chance
to Vfulfill his life’s ambitions
of exploring the world and
building skyscrapers, whose
dreams of escape and
adventure have been quashed
by family obligation and
civic duty, and whose
guardian angel has to descend
on Christmas Eve to save him
from despair and to remind
him—by showing him
what the world would have
been like had he never been
born—that his has been, after
all, a wonderful life.

February 8 - March 2, 2019

A small group of people
help Jesus Christ tell different parables, using a wide
variety of games, storytelling
techniques and hefty doses
of comic timing. An eclectic
blend of songs, ranging in
style from pop to vaudeville,
is employed as the story of
Jesus’ life dances across the
stage. Dissolving hauntingly
into the Last Supper and the
Crucifixion, Jesus’ messages
of kindness, tolerance and
love come vibrantly to life.
Godspell’s parade of beloved
songs includes “Day By Day”,
“Prepare Ye the Way of the
Lord,” “Learn Your Lessons
Well,” “All for the Best,” “All
Good Gifts,” “Turn Back, O
Man” and “By My Side.”

1776
Brilliant Compelling
Musical
April 19 - May 11, 2019

The seminal event in
American history blazes to
vivid life in this most unconventional of Broadway hits.
It’s the summer of 1776, and
the nation is ready to declare
independence... if only our
founding fathers can agree
to do it! Follow John Adams
of Massachusetts, Benjamin
Franklin of Pennsylvania,
and Richard Henry Lee and
Thomas Jefferson of Virginia
as they attempt to convince
the members of the second
Continental Congress to
vote for independence from
the shackles of the British by
signing the Declaration of
Independence.

Gypsy

Musical Masterpiece
June 14 - July 6, 2019

Join Rose, June and Louise in
their trip across the United
States during the 1920’s,
when vaudeville was dying
and burlesque was born. Jule
Styne’s music and Stephen
Sondheim’s lyrics include
“Let Me Entertain You”,
“Some People”, “You’ll Never
Get Away From Me”, “If
Momma Was Married,” “All
I Need is the Girl”, “Everything’s Coming Up Roses”,
“You Gotta Get a Gimmick “,
and “Together Wherever We
Go”. This is a gripping story
of one of the most frightening aspects of show business
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